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The use of EPS in Russa began in 1964, when Pulsed Plasma Thusters provided the attitude

control 'xn board of ZOND-2 spacecraft. Spacecraft MEETEOR was flown ini 1971, having on board
the Stationar Plasma Thirusters for the orbit mainteance. Since this moment SPTs are began in
Russi& In 1982 several SPT-70 were flown an KOSMOS and LUCH gecutadcmfry spacecraft to
perform the statkm-kseepig task. In 1994, now geatamry spacecraft GALS arid EXPRESS car-
ied SPT-100 basued EP^ providing the accurate East-West and, first ever, North- Soudi station-

keeping. Principal parameter. of this EPS: thrust - 83 inN, power -1500 W, total thrust impulse -

750 kNs.

In 1992-1994, the SPT-l00 qmmkflcatlon testing for ewonance to Western standards was ac-
conished, Including the unique life test, which went .n.ner4pte for 7440 himus T'im dirnot wa
stable at 81-83 inN level without degradattkm, efficiency - 45-47%, total thust impulse - >2*i' Ns.Isir-ioo staus im Noly operudtli

T'he SPT-100 modification - SPT-100N - Is ider study. At 1350 W power - thust 86 inN, exhaut
velocity - 19400 ni/u, efficiency - 58%, plume aperture angle, containing "0% of km current, - 30.

Introdliction During almost 25 yars long use of SPTs, these I
Design and Std yofSPT atudFakrJ bgn in 1964. thrussefs did not ciznge sigificantly as to opm-
Tba idea of Prof. Morzov abouat extended 1ce- ti process. FAKFL's efforts wec directed at life
eratiac one with closed electro drift was putin increase (use of mome environmnrzt resistant nato-I
bai.W w ent on wit cls copiino ials, improvement of specific padl interfaces andl
Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy wxlg)
(A. I~orozov, LAArtsimovitcli, Y.V.Esipchuk), In 1991 FAKEL staied to study Western specifi-
Moscow Aviation Institute, including RIAMvE cationisan SPT and to dermn action items and
(D.D.Sevruk, G.A.Popov, N.P.Burgasov, schedule of tiwuster qualification and accomplish-
L.A.Latyshev, V.B.Tihonov) and MIREA mntof thsitemi.
(A-I.Bugrova). western standards have been incorporated in the

By 1971 study andi experimental devlopmeznt we following:I
accomplished, and in Decmber, 197 1. METEOR -u to morm strict requirem~ents on outgasing,
spacecraft was launclid carrying two SPT-60 for seea coatings and nonmetallic materials have
orbit mitelBXce. been replaced with other acceptable Russian urn-I
All works wer fundcd from USSR governmnt terials;
space denlopmenti funod. - thmnvacuum cycling and random vibration5
Scientific reports with all analytic ad experimen- were incorporated in acceptanc test;
tal results since 1977 vim presenited in NUMT anid -full scope qualification test was compee at
TSNIIIMASH according to regulations. FAKEL (mebanical, tbermovacuurn, fire);, mio-ISPT- 70 have been flying simc 1982 and SPT- 100 clianical stress was substantially higfrr than in
- since 1994. Russian standiard requirements;
Level of design solutions, manufacturing and test - complete package of design and technologicalI
quality allowed to delete special flighit demonstra- documentation was issued to satisfy tbo require,-
tion. All thruster performed real work, and nor- rncnts of Western standards and Specification of1
mal operation of spacecraft was not interuipted in Intea~tionaI Space Technology. Inc. (ISTI).
no case. In March, 1991, havinig completed qualificationI
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testing successfully, FAKEL by the order of ISTI Total quantity of SPT, operated in space, is indi-
started to manufacture first ten thrusters for opera- cated in chart (Fig. 9).
tion on Western spacecraft. Manufacturing will be
completed in 1995. Qualifcatknm of SPT to Westen standards.

At the same time FAKEL is woking on SPT mod- Modified SPT-70 for Russian spacecraft COU-
ernization to newly developed specification and on PON and YAMAL haw completed qualification
devlopmmt of highly reliable mad officint PSMA, testing at FAKEL. Thewo thnsters hba incraased
that would provide for significant impromment of life and reliability. Russian customrs remivd first
SPT propulsion system performance. SPTs and propulsion systems. These SPTs are in-

tended for east-west and north-south station-keep-
EPS with SPT for Russian spacecraft ing on board of geostationary communication sat-

First generation EPS have been flying in 70-es on elitm.

METEOR and METEOR-PRIRODA spaceraft FAKELdevdoped a full SFPTmodel row from 350
(1] Theycontributed significantly todowlopmet W SPT-50 to 25 kW SPT-290 (Fig. 10), which
and application of SPT in space technology: de- parameters are sunmmrized in Table 1.
onstrated reliable SPT opration, good rdatiosahip Completed life test of SPT-100 provided a more
between praoc and groud s ssd est la8 8 ck clear data on life of specific models, because rea-
radio interflea and adverse effct o speraft tionship of total impulse of neighboring models
system. These EPS based on SPT-60 and SPT- in the row is known and is by a fctor of 3. [3]

Expected parameers of SPTs e provided in Table
For second generation EPS, FAKEL with RIAME 2.
MAI developed new module SPT-70 (Fig. 4), Modules T-50 SPT-70 and ST-100 a fly-

*Modules SPT-50. SPT-70 and SPT-100 a afly-which completed the qualification testing both in-
e-? t fg.ing. ST- 140, SPT.200 and SPT-290 arm egageddependetly and within EPS. Second genation

EPS on KOSMOS and LUCH spaceraft began in im ew al p ro cts . 14

1982 and have been contiuing till this time. SPT- FAKEL developed everal cathode models. KE-5

70 provide accurte orbit iminteanc. of posta- and KN-3 are being used with SPT-70 and SPT-

tionary satellites and east-west station-keeping. 100. K50 A have been developed for powerful
SPrs. [5]Second geneation EPS demonahrted high eliabil-.

ity of SPT, good integration with speecraft sys- SPT- 100 completed qualification to Westn stan-

tens,including opertion with TOPAZ actor, and dards at FAKEL The results are discussed in [6].
provided for increase of spacecraft payload. In the Life tests completed at JPL (USA) and at FAKEL.
first tim SPT delveed station-keping function; 5700 hos at 6000 cycles obtained at JPL on single
it staid in constant readiness and provided almost cathode. [7] 7440 hours life obtained at FAKEL.
immdiate transit to operation mode. SPT-70 dem- Both thrusters remained operational and perfor-
onstrated life of 3100 hours and remained fully mance complies with specification requirements.
operational.

Expected life of SPT-70 is 5500 hours. SPT lvestigat

The position of EPS on LUCH spacecraft is pio- Low power modules SPT-50N, SPT-70N and

tured in Fig. 5. SPT-100N are being tested at RIAME and
FAKEL, which differ from normal SFT by con-For third generation EPS, FAKEL developed and FAKEL wich dier from normal SPT by con-

qualified SPT-100 module (Fig. 6). SPT-100 ha dti serts at discharge chamber edge and sig-
been flying on Russian GALS and EX- ficantly lower (in 1.5-2 times) lower plume di-
been flying on Russian spacecraft GALS and EX-
PRESS since January 1994. providing spacecraft v . 9

insertion into specificpoint on orbit and east-west 1350 W SPT-100N thruster provides 86 mN

and north-south station-keeping. [2] thr st, specific impulse of 1940 s, efficiency 58%
and plume angle, containing 90% of ion current,Fig. 7 shows EPS units separately and mounted

on spaccraft
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SPT-70M and SPT-100M are being tested at tionary mode with simulation of discharge current
FAKEL to develop a conwtional SPT, having low npple, maximally close to actual level.
plume divergece. Use of DS not only reduces time for PPU develop-
Fig. 11 shows comparison between parameters of ment, but also significantly decreases cost of de,-
plume of SPT-70 and SPT-70M. having different velopmcnt, because complex processes are cx-
magnetic system configuration and magnetic field eluded - vacuum test of SPT and Xe usage. Expe-
profile. inee of work with DS-70 and DS-100 at SS/L

High power SPTs are being tested: SPT-140 and demonstrated this and FAKEL received a positive
SPT-200, targeted at deceasing plume divergence report
and increasing effciency and life.
RIAME have been tested two modifications of
SPT-100 and SPT-160 with heatedess cathode. * SPT propulsion system an Xe have been flying
Performance is very close to conventional SPT. successfully on Russian spacecraft since 1971.

Expected life is up to 8000 hours. [10, 1] * Totally during this period 21 propulsion system
was flown with the following SPT modules:

EPS subsystems with SPT SPT-50 (2), SPT-60 (8), SPT-70 (60) and SPT-
Successful integration of SPT in world space tech- 100 06). All thes propulsion systems have been

nology depends not only on SPT itself, but on pro- developed and manuctured at FAKEL.
pulsion system subsystems as well - PSMA and * SPT-100 completed qualification to Western
PPU. standards. Life of 7440 hours at 6000 cycles an

Specifically for Western customes SS/L developed single cathode was demonstrated.
and is qualifying a PPU for 2 SPT (Fig. 12), built * New PPU and PSMA subsystems currently un-
without container. der development shall allow to increase effiiency
FAKEL is deveoping a PMA, based on miniature of SPT EPS in 1.5 time.
electric valves with 30 g mass, designed for inlet * Dynamic Simulator of SPT is deeloped maxi-
pressure 150 at, and reducer with 240 g mass, sta- mally close to actual SPT performance.
bilizing inlet pressure 6-150 at within 2.6±0.06
(Fig. 13). Literature
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Table 1

SSPtpe SPT0S S SPTI 0 SPT200 SPTIOON TWO I T160

Pur.tr. * ** * ** . .. . .. 0 . -

Thn ut 20 25 40 40 80 83 320 600 80 86 80 80
mN

Powr W 350 350 650 60 50 1350 1350 6000 11000 1350 1350 1350 1350 4150 4500

Spefio 1000 1000 1500 1500 1500 1500 1700 2250 1500 1940 1600 1600
m apule. I

Opcraion 500 1000 720 3100 5000 7440 18000 8000 400 8000 2000 8000
tmc,. hou~

*- requed by specification

o- cxperimntally proven

Table 2

Paramcac SPT35 SPTSO SPT70 SPTI00 SPT140 SPT200 SP280
N, W 200 350 670 1350 2700 5400 11000
F. g 1 2 4 8 16 32 64

CE .burs 2500 3500 4900 7000 10000 15000 22000
P E. k So 60 200 600 2000 6000 18000 50000

P .s 1300 1400 1450 1500 1550 1600 1650
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